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POLICY REGARDING YOUTH PLAYERS ON CONTRACT HEADING FOR
TRAINING/TRIAL WITH FOREIGN CLUBS
Policy
AIK Fotboll is primarily positive to the action of giving a contracted player in the organization the
opportunity of going abroad for training/trial. But it is of great importance that the international
experience for the employee of AIK, the Player, is handled in a way that guarantees the well-being of
the Player, as well physically as mentally.
This is settled by implying the following conditions – in addition to that the Player has at least twelve
(12) months to go before being a free agent.
1. Invitation
A written invitation, that assures that the club will meet the following conditions, must be
sent from the INVITING CLUB (not an agent), at least 14 days ahead of the first day at the
club.
2. Insurance
A fully covering insurance during the player’s temporary stay with the inviting club. The
insurance must cover direct costs as well as costs for surgery, rehabilitation and ambulance
flight to Sweden if necessary. The insurance should also include injuries sustained during the
transport to and from the trial.
The insurance form should be signed by the Academy Manager/Senior Representative of the
inviting club and sent to AIK at least 5 days before the trial/assessment period begins.
3. Costs
The inviting club covers costs for the Player, as well as the costs of an AIK-representative and
a parent/relative/other personal representative of the Player – meaning the total cost of two
(2) persons in addition to the Player. Mentioned costs include travel- and accommodation,
transportation between the training facilities and the accommodation facilities and standard
meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner). During extraordinary circumstances and in agreement
with the player’s parents and agent, AIK reserve the right to abstain from sending a
representative.
Agreement between clubs about a cost refund countering an invoice with specifications from
AIK is also a possible option. The invoice is to be settled ten (10) days after the issue date.
Other demands
- The training/trial is NOT to be set so it inflicts with competitive games (both league and cup)
for the AIK-squad that the player currently belongs to.
- In consideration to the education of the player the training/trial should preferably be set in
weeks when school is off.
- AIK would find it in good grace if feedback/evaluation of the Player is done orally at site to
the AIK-representative and in written form to AIK, if a report of this kind is protocol.
- Likewise if any form of fitness- or other tests during the trial/assessment period are made
AIK would like them to be presented to AIK not later than 14 days after the final day of the
trial/assessment period.
Demands towards the Player
- Before the trial the Player needs to have an official meeting with AIK and during the trial
keep a diary which is to be presented to the coach which is in charge of his daily practice.
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